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Waterfall Mixer
Waterfall mixer function to supply
hot and cold water, material brass
body, zinc alloy handle ceramic
cartridge,Surface treatment
chrome, white and chrome, water
pressure test 1.6MPA, air
pressure test 0.8MPA. In the
future, Yanasi Sanitary Ware will
take "intelligence and ecology" as
its core concept to build a
first-class sanitary ware home
brand.

Product Description

Waterfall Mixer

Item No. basin faucets

Function Supplying hot and cold water

Material Brass body, zinc alloy handle, ceramic cartridge

Surface treatment Chrome plated, white and chrome

Cartridge life time No leakage after 500,000 times using

Water pressure testing 1.6MPA

Air pressure testing 0.8MPA

The thickness of chrome plating Nickel ≥ 8μm, chrome ≥ 0.2μm

Water flow 8 L/min

Quality guarantee 5 years

Package
Inner packing: cloth bag, brown inner box
Outer packing: brown master/ Kraft carton
(The package also can be done as customer requirements.)

OEM/ ODM service laser logo on handle is available
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Our Services

1-Full production line including Machining Line, Polishing Line and assembling line.
2- Manufacturing capacity up to 10000-30000pcs Per Month.
3- Skilled engineers and workers
4- High Quality Standards with Strict Flow of Quality Control.

FAQ
1- Are you factory or trading company?
We are factory.

2- How about the warranty of your products?
5 years for cartridge and 2 years for surface plating.

3- What’s your payment terms?
By T/T, 30% deposit and the 70% balance to be paid before ship out from ZUOXUAN
factory.

4- How about the MOQ?
We have no MOQ limited for the sample order and trail order if the products are not
customized, while for normal order, the MOQ
will be 100pcs/item.

5- How long is your production time?
It depends on the quantity of your order. Usually, it takes 20-25 days after we receive your
deposit. While for large order,
we can work over time to catch up your shipment.
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